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Abstract 

The results of REB - plasma interaction numerical sim- 
ulation by means of our relativistic particle EM code are 
presented. Nonlinear evolution of a single REB injected in- 
to underdense and overdense plasmas is studied in detail for 
cylindrical geometry. It is found that in case of comparable 
bunch and plasma densities an instantaneous amplitude of 
excited longitudinal electric field substantially depends on 
density ratio, relativistic factor and space density distri- 
bution of REB. Transversal electric field can considerably 
exceed the longitudinal one, causing more severe restric- 
tions to initial phase and radial position of particles to be 
accelerated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The accelerating of charged particles by means of space- 

charge waves in plasmas and in unneutralized charge- 
particle beams [l] is a basic direction in collective accelera- 
tion methods. One of the main advantages of this method 
is that it can produce strong electric fields in plasma which 
are directed along the propagation direction of linear or 
nonlinear waves with phase velocities u,,h 5 c, c- light ve- 
locity. This makes possible to keep continuously the wave 
matched with particles to be accelerated. The possibili- 
ty of strong accelerating fields achievement simply follows 
from the circumstance that the field amplitude is propor- 
tional to the variable component of the charge density. The 
last can reach the equilibrium value of the plasma density. 
Since this density can be made very high, the electric field 
can reach values up to 107-10’ V/cm [l, 21. 

Chen et al. [3] suggested a modification of Fainberg pro- 
posed acceleration method [l]: switching to acceleration 
by waves train excited by a finite sequence of periodical- 
ly spaced REB moving through a dense plasma. The se- 
rious difficulty of plasma wake-field acceleration (PWFA) 
method has been eliminated by Katsouleas [4], who pre- 
sented a proof that if a bunch with a uniform density dis- 
tribution is replaced by one asymmetric along it’s length, 
then due plasma wave electric field excited behind a bunch 
E ac, accelerating particles injected from the outside of the 
system, can be many times greater than the electric field 

which stops the bunch Est. The excitation of nonlinear 
stationary waves in a plasma by a sequence of periodically 
spaced electron bunches was studied in ref. [5, 61, where 
it was shown that the electric field of the wave increases 
with increasing relativistic factor y , but only in the case 
of comparable bunch nb and plasma n, densities. 

The experiments performed in the nonlinear regime of 
the PWFA displayed interesting three dimensional effects, 
but only one dimensional treatments of nonlinear plasma 
wake-fields currently exist (see for example [6] and cited 
references). In ref. [7] a high- t in ensity rigid electron beam 
is used to excite extremely nonlinear, transverse motion 
dominated plasma oscillations. 

II. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this work the results of full-scale numerical simulation 

of a single or a sequence of relativistic electron bunches in 
plasmas is presented. Excitation of wake fields by them 
is studied using our 2.5D axial-symmetric electromagnetic 
code [8]. Recently this code was applied to an induction 
accelerator [9] and modulated REB simulations [lo]. 

A. Mathematical model 

Dynamics of REB is described by relativistic Vlasov 
(Beliaev-Budker) equations for distribution functions of 
plasma species and Maxwell equations for self-consistent 
E and B fields. Two component bulk plasma (mi/m, = 
1840) with density n,, was initially cold and filled the whole 
simulation region [0, Z] x [0, R]. Usually Z and R were tak- 
en as 25 and 3c/wp respectively, w, is Langmuir plasmas 
frequency. At the plane Z = 0 we organized one or a train 
of cold relativistic electron bunches injection in accordance 
with a formula (n means the injected bunch number) 

nb@(Ro - T)o(?&t - Z+ (n - 1)x,)+ - vbt + 20 + (n - 1)x,) 

Here beam velocity ub = c (1 - l/y2)‘j2, 2s and Ro - 
initial sizes of bunches were equal to l/3 and l/6 c/wp. 
A, = 2ac/we, nb = 1/2n,- mean density of REB. Note, 
that as in experiments [6], initial t,ransversal Ro and lon- 
gitudinal Zs bunches sizes were less than c/w,. Bunches 
could leave the simulation region at it’s two corners z = 0 
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and z = Z as well as plasma species, which were addition- 
ally pumped back into the volume. At the inner surface of 
cylinder T = R all particles were reflected. Boundary con- 
ditions for fields were the following: metallic at the T = R 
and free radiation of EM waves at corners. In computa- 
tions we used explicit schemes, time and space steps were 
constant and equal to O.O5c/ wP and 0.025~;’ respectively. 
So, the mesh size was 512 x 64, a silent start technique was 
used. Model particles weight was a function of their radial 
position, to represent plasma with a less number of par- 
ticles per cell in less disturbed regions far from axis. The 
total number of particles was approximately 300000. Note, 
that all simulations were carried out using PC/386/20 and 
we applied the fast modification of particle-in-cell method. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The numerical simulation of one bunch propagat,ion in 
plasma demonstrates that it’s transversal size changes in 
wide range. This leads to essent,ial changes in it’s densi- 
ty (up to one order) as well as in the wake field excited by 
them. Longitudinal distributions of transversal E, and lon- 
gitudinal E, electric fields corresponding to radius r = Ro 
and time 1 = 18~;’ are shown at Fig.1 and Fig.2 respec- 
tively (in m,cwp/e units).You can see that immediately af- 
ter the REB with y = 430 shapes of radial and longitudinal 
electric fields differ from sinusoidal, and their amplitudes 
are not more constant. This is due to transversal oscilla- 
tions of bunch particles in self-consistent fields connected 
with an absence of both charge and current compensations. 
To study a relationship between an excited fields and a 
number of injected into plasma bunches with initial energy 
mc’y two runs were considered. 

A. Comparison of ho runs 

Run 1 is shown at Fig.3 (t = 15~;‘) and has the follow- 
ing parameters: N = 3, y = 430. Run 2 (shown at Fig.6 
(t = 50~;‘)) has eight bunches (three ones are shown at a 
moment) with y = 43. 

At Figs.4,7 longitudinal distributions of radial electric 
field E, and at Figs.5,8 axial electric field E, correspond- 
ing to Runs 1 and 2 respectively are represented. In addi- 
tion, the shape of each bunch is shown in magnified scale 
at top of Figs.3,6. You can see that amplitudes of both 
longitudinal and transversal fields increase with the bunch 
injection. This amplitudes nevertheless are not proportion- 
al to the number of injected bunches, as it should be for 
“rigid” bunches. At Fig.9 longitudinal electric field energy 
time dependence for Run 2 is shown. Each step on the 
curve corresponds to a moment, when new bunch inter- 
acts the simulated system boundary. The non-monotonic 
character of excited field grow take place after third bunch 
injection, signifying formation of non-linear regime of train 
propagation. 
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Figure 1: Transversal electric field E, 
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Figure 2: Longitudinal electric field E, 
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Figure 3: Three bunches, density p 

Figure 4: Three bunches, field E, 
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Figure 5: Three bunches, field E, Figure 9: E, energy, W,(t) 
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